
GETTING STARTED
You need SIX DICE plus paper and pen to 

record scores. You can have as many players as 
you like. Each player rolls one die, the highest 
scoring player goes first. Ties are rerolled.

HOW TO PLAY
The players take turns rolling the dice, with 

the objective of having the highest score above 
10,000 in the final round.

During each player’s turn, they initially roll 
six dice trying to score points (see “Scoring” 
below for point values). As long as they score 
at least one point, they can remove the scoring 
dice from play, and either bank their points or 
continue rolling.

When the dice rolled score no points, this is 
called a “Farkle.” The unlucky player stops 
rolling and loses all points from that turn.

If the player manages to score on all six dice 
they call out the points earned so far that turn 
“and rolling.”  (For example a player with 450 
points would say, “450 and rolling.”)  They may 
choose to roll all six dice again, or they can 
stop rolling and bank their points.

At the end of the player’s turn, record any 
points scored and pass the dice clockwise.

PIGGYBACKING
A player must score 500 points to get on 

the board. Players who are on the board have 
the option of “Piggybacking” on another 
player’s score where they begin their turn by 
rolling the dice remaining after the previous 
player’s turn. If they score on at least one die, 
they receive the full amount of the previous 
player’s points in addition to the regular points 
they accumulate.

FINAL ROUND & WINNING
Play continues until a player reaches 10,000 

points, beginning the final round. Every other 
player (besides the one who first scored over 
10,000) gets an additional turn. The player 
with the most points at the end of the final 
round is the winner.

FARKLE

SPECIAL SINGLE SIX
If a player only has one die left to roll and 

gets a 6, they score no points but do NOT 
Farkle, instead they get “and rolling” status and 
can continue rolling all six dice.

Each 1

Each 5

Three 1's  (in a single roll)

Three 2's  (in a single roll)

Three 3's  (in a single roll)

Three 4's  (in a single roll)

Three 5's  (in a single roll)

Three 6's  (in a single roll)

Four of a Kind

Straight (1-2-3-4-5-6)

Full House (3 pairs)

100 pts

50 pts

1000 pts

200 pts

300 pts

400 pts

500 pts

600 pts

2 x "Three" value above

1500 pts

1000 pts
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Giftable Farkle Game
INSTRUCTIONS: Print out this template. Cut along light-gray lines to get three sheets. Accordian fold each sheet 
into a mini booklet. Place instruction booklet and six dice in a container then you're ready to gift or play!


